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Clear Speech Teacher's Resource and Assessment BookPronunciation and Listening Comprehension in North American
EnglishCambridge University Press
Clear Speech, Second Edition, is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced students
of English. The Audio Cassettes contain the listening material for all of the listening tasks, as well as the Clear Listening Test.
Practice exercises to be used in conjunction with the accompanying audio cd.
Making Connections teaches an extensive range of reading skills and strategies in order to prepare students for college reading.
The current series takes students from a low-intermediate to a low-advanced level of academic reading skill proficiency. In
December 2015 two new levels - high beginning and advanced - will be added to the series. The series contains a strong focus on
vocabulary-building, including teaching words from the Academic Word List. It emphasizes critical thinking and increased reading
speed. The series has a unique unit structure. At the outset of each unit, students are presented with and practice key reading and
vocabulary-building skills. As students read the texts following these sections, they apply these skills by completing exercises in
boxes in the margins of the readings, so that students literally have to apply the newly-learned skills 'while reading.'
Written for all types of ITA programsan independent study course, a brief workshop, or extensive trainingthis versatile text provides
essential information for ITAs to develop strong teaching skills that ensure effective communication in the undergraduate
classroom. The authors take the perspective that incoming ITAs are responsible for their own learning and teaching style. Each of
the texts ten units includes work on English proficiency, teaching skills, and cultural awareness. Each unit centers around a
common rhetorical teaching task in U.S. university classrooms: introducing oneself, introducing a syllabus, explaining a visual,
defining a term, teaching a process, fielding questions, explaining complex topics at a basic level, presenting information over
several class periods, and leading a discussion. Undergraduate textbook materials for fifteen academic fields are included in the
appendix to provide ITAs with content relevant for practicing teaching and language skills. Because ITA programs vary in structure
and number of training hours, the authors include a To the Instructor section, which is full of recommendations for the many ways
the text can be used.
Nice Talking with You is a two-level oral communication series designed to get students talking. Nice Talking with You Level 2 is
designed for elementary and pre-intermediate students. It contains 12 topic-based units and two review units. Topics in Level 2
relate to the equivalent units in Level 1, and include Going out, Fashion, Learning, Experience abroad, Health, and Careers.
Practical conversation strategies are introduced in each unit and recycled in later units. Examples of strategies featured in Nice
Talking with You Level 2 are: introducing a new idea; making, accepting and declining invitations; changing the focus of a topic;
and making an inference.
3 class audio CD's ; teacher's resource manual with accompanying audio CD ; student's book with accompanying audio CD.
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This book focuses on an increasingly attractive, yet controversial topic of non-native accentedness in speech. The contributors
here are aware of the fact that the mechanisms and effects of pronunciation are far too complex to allow for strong and definite
claims of any sort, but present research leading to useful answers to relevant questions. The book contributes to the deeper
understanding of many aspects of foreign-accented English with reference to clearly described empirical evidence. The volume
brings together fourteen chapters organized into four subdivisions, covering conceptual and perceptual issues, questions of
segmental and suprasegmental pronunciation features, and methodological and didactic recommendations. As such, it provides a
cross-sectional view of the current phonetic and didactic empirical research into the pronunciation of non-native English.
Clear Speech from the Start gives beginning students immediate help in mastering the crucial elements of English pronunciation.
The audio program for Clear Speech From the Start includes a broad selection of exercises recorded by a variety of speakers in
natural-sounding speech. The program is also available on Audio CD.
Phonology for Listening brings listening in English Language Teaching into the 21st century. Learners have problems decoding
fast spontaneous speech, and Phonology for Listening - using many recorded examples - provides teachers of English with new
concepts, fresh thinking and innovative practical ideas to help students decode the realities of spontaneous speech. It is written for
teachers of English worldwide. There are four parts, each with five chapters. The window on speech framework introduces the
framework which is used for the analysis and presentation of recorded examples and for teaching listening. Describing
spontaneous speech examines what happens to words when they are subjected to the speeds, rhythms and stresses of
spontaneous speech. Accents identity and emotion in speech describes accents of Britain and Ireland, North America and of
Global English. Identity, prejudice and emotion are also covered. Teaching listening describes practical activities - both low-tech
and hi-tech - for improving the teaching of listening in the classroom. Updated and corrected, December 2013 Soundfiles are
available for download from the Speech in Action website at www.speechinaction.com
Students learning English often think that native speakers speak too fast. But speed is not the problem --it's the linking between sounds.
Sound Concepts makes transparent to both teachers and students what the main problems in pronunciation are and how to solve them.
Students are systematically introduced to the predictable sources of speech signal distortion and the regular patterns of English stress,
intonation, and timing, which are essential to communicative competence. This course comprehensively addresses all aspects of
pronunciation, dividing instruction into four main parts: Sound Concepts: the communicated content: what is said, taking into account linked,
reduced, deleted, and altered sounds. Rhythm & Music: the communicative intent: what is meant, as conveyed by syllable structure, stress,
intonation, timing, and pauses. Grammar Sounds: regular verb and noun endings. Consonant and Vowel Sounds This is the student book.
Pronunciation and Listening Comprehension in North American English
CD contains: selection of listening tasks from the class audio program.
Provides students with practice in pronunciation and listening comprehension from individual sounds to stretches of continuous speech.
Gives a practical approach to the intonation, stress, and rhythm of Norrh American English.
Clear English Pronunciation provides students with the tools to effectively communicate in English without centring solely on native-speaker
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pronunciation models. The focus of the book is on individual pronunciation targets rather than a one-size-fits-all approach. Divided into four
sections, each featuring detailed articulatory explanations, sample sentences, and recordings to help learners improve their pronunciation,
this book: introduces the phenomenon of pronunciation as part of a broader communicative realm; explains and demonstrates the melody
and rhythm of understandable and natural English pronunciation; supports students in identifying and practicing their own pronunciation
issues. Supported by an interactive companion website which features recordings and expanded explanations of key topics, Clear English
Pronunciation is an essential textbook for international learners of English who want to improve their pronunciation skills in diverse social
settings. https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/clearenglishpronunciation

Teacher's resource includes notes and tips, answer keys and audio scripts, diagnostic tests and unit quizzes.
Text component of WELL SAID.
Face the Issues is an exciting and highly successful approach to listening comprehension and discussion for intermediate and highintermediate students. Each of the twelve units is based on an authentic radio broadcast taken from National Public Radio's "All
Things Considered" and "Morning Edition." Students are presented with interesting and relevant content in unedited everyday
speech including hesitations, redundancies, and various dialectical patterns.
Pronunciation and listening comprehension for learners of English.
"This course offers current and prospective teachers of English a comprehensive treatment of pronunciation pedagogy, drawing on
both current theory and practice. The text provides: - an overview of teaching issues from the perspective of different
methodologies and second language acquisition research - innovative teaching techniques - a thorough grounding in the sound
system of North American English - insight into how this sound system intersects with spelling, morphology, listening, and
discourse - diagnostic tools and assessment measures - suggestions for syllabus design. Discussion questions and exercises
encourage teachers to draw on their personal language learning/teaching experience as they assimilate the contents of each
chapter. A training cassette offers practice in assessing learners' pronunciation"--Publishers's website.
Targeting Listening and Speaking provides short and focused activities to help lower-proficiency ESL/EFL students improve their
listening and speaking skills. It includes practice in both mastering the larger message and key words/phrases and specific words
and sounds to assist students in developing better speaking and comprehension skills. Each unit has a general theme -- such as
food, animals and pets, free time and hobbies, and travel -- around which all exercises are designed. The final unit consists of four
listening tests that can be used to monitor progress. Each unit includes: dictation practice using dialogues listening skill
development speaking practice listening to simple conversations sound practice with minimal pairs listening to simple lectures
more speaking and discussion practice. Quizzes are available on the companion website. The audio material is available either on
CD or cassette (there are 4 components for each).
This text was written for students who want to live, study, and/or work in an English-speaking setting or are already doing so. Its
goal is to help students survive interactional English in a variety of social, academic, and professional settings--for example, how
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to make small talk with recruiters at a job fair or when invited to dinner at their advisor's house. The text provides language to use
for a variety of functions as they might related to life on a university campus: offering greetings and goodbyes, making
introductions, giving opinions, agreeing and disagreeing, using the phone, offering assistance, asking for advice, accepting and
declining invitations, giving and receiving compliments, complaining, giving congratulations, expressing condolences, and making
small talk. Users are also taught to think beyond the words and to interpret intonation and stress (how things sound). Each of the
10 units includes discussion prompts, language lessons, practice activities, get acquainted tasks (interacting with native speakers),
and analysis opportunities (what did they discover and what can they apply?).
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